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__________________________________________________________________________

Abstract— This work describes the development Design of ultra low cost Ethernet gate way 

based on embedded serial devicea new type of gateway for data inverting from serial ports to 

Ethernet based on embedded system and besides this a wireless lan conection of gateway is 

also implemented. According to the complex demand of communication between computer 

and variety of components which are monitored by data links,. In the hardware design ARM7 

microprocessor, LPC2368, from NXP is used. In this paper, hardware and software design of 

gateway are designed, a way employ Real-Time library to achieve Ethernet communication is 

depicted and data flow is analyzed last. This method not only resolves practical project but 

also provides a low-cost resolution for traditional serial devices connecting Internet through a 

standard TCP/IP protocol. Ethernet gateways allow you to easily connect serial slave devices  

to our network. You can connect most slave (responding) devices to the serial port. The 

master (interrogating) device must be on the Ethernet side. The master‟s commands are 

passed from the Ethernet port to the serial port. The slave‟s responses are passed back in the 

other direction. A novel concept of Gateway sends frame format data of the serial ports into 

the computer  before upload, at the same time, control commands of the computer monitor 

through the gateway of the Ethernet frame format will be converted into serial frames format, 

and then sent to each serial device. In which Ethernet uses standard Ethernet protocol, RS232 

serial communications mode. Gateway processor is LPC2368, there is need for serial 

expansion because of the inadequate serial ports of the chip.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The design objective is to build new type of gateway for data inverting from serial 

ports to Ethernet based on Embedded system. The goal of a low-cost, easy to use, and 

scalable solution for Serial devices. Both RS232 and Ethernet are world widely used in 

various fields. Especially, the Ethernet is incredibly spreading out to our life now. And 

recently the needs of linking between the RS232 interface and Ethernet is increasing so that 

the RS232 devices can be controlled by Ethernet. Also it can creates lots of new application 

which using both RS232 and Ethernet interface. In Figure 1 But the Ethernet interface is quite 

different from RS232 interface, so it is not easy to convert between serial ports to Ethernet. If 

we design a new system to link both interfaces, the cost and complexity will be increased. 

But using „Serial port to Ethernet converter‟, it is low cost and fast without changing system. 

So I decide to implement a „Serial port to Ethernet converter‟.and besides this implement a 

gateway based on wireless technology like Ethernet gateway.in this the other approach is 

through lan we have to send or recive data to our laptop then  through Ethernet gateway the 

data will send to the serial devices. 
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 Fig 1: Ethernet  configuration 

 

Fig 2:Serial configuration 

 

Fig 3:Ethernet gateway based on wireless lan 

In figure3 the gateway sends frame format data of the 20 serial into the computer monitor 

before upload, at the same time, control commands of the computer monitor through the 

gateway of the Ethernet frame format will be converted into serial frames format, and then 

sent to each serial device. In which Ethernet uses standard Ethernet protocol, RS232 serial 

communications mode. Select gateway processor LPC2368, there is need for serial expansion 

because of the inadequate serial ports of the chip.In this through wireless communication we 

have to communicate with all serial devices.  
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1.1 Wireless communication 

 

Figure 4 client/server model 

In the above figure 4 The client/server model is a computing model that acts as distributed 

application which partitions tasks or workloads between the providers of a resource or 

service, called servers, and service requesters, called clients.Often clients and servers 

communicate over a computer network on separate hardware, but both client and server may 

reside in the same system. A server machine is a host that is running one or more server 

programs which share their resources with clients. A client does not share any of its 

resources, but requests a server's content or service function. Clients therefore initiate 

communication sessions with servers which await incoming request. 

1.2Implementation of gateway 

 

Figure5 gateway 

Add a Gateway component that abstracts the access to the external resource. The gateway 

presents a single interface to the integrated applications while hiding the external resource 

interface. In addition, the gateway encapsulates any protocol translation that may be 

necessary to communicate with the external resource .Figure 4  showsthe gateway replacing 

direct access to the external resource. The applications that collaborate with the gateway and 

with the external resource are highlighted in blue, and the shapes at the end of the connectors 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_application
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_application
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_application
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Server_(computing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Client_(computing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_network
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denote different interfaces.The applications that need to communicate with the external 

resource do so by sending messages to the gateway interface. The gateway handles any 

protocol translation that is needed and then passes the message to the external resource. In 

effect, the gateway encapsulates all access to the external resource. Consequently, the 

applications do not require information about what it takes to communicate with the external 

resource.The gateway also catches errors signaled by the external resource. The gateway may 

be able to handle errors such as communication timeouts and retries internally. Otherwise, it 

passes any errors that it cannot handle locally to the appropriate application. In effect, the 

gateway centralizes some error processing, but it probably does not centralize all that error 

processing. This frees applications from dealing with these errors. Moving the error handling 

logic from applications to the gateway guarantees consistency.The communication through 

the gateway is asymmetric. The control flows from the applications to the external resource. 

In other words, the gateway only provides a point through which applications call the 

external resource. The gateway does not support inbound access to the applications. In 

general, most of elec ationtric home appliances have a sensor network device and a sensor 

network gateway to control the digital electric appliances through it. Such a sensor network 

device transmits the integrated status data to the gateway. 

1.3Web page creation 

A web page or webpage is a document or information resource that is suitable for the World 

Wide Web and can be accessed through a web browser and displayed on a monitor or mobile 

device. This information is usually in HTML or XHTML format, and may 

provide navigation to other web pages via hypertext links. Web pages frequently subsume 

other resources such as style sheets, scriptsand images into their final presentation. Web 

pages may be retrieved from a local computer or from a remote web server. The web server 

may restrict access only to a private network, e.g. a corporate intranet, or it may publish 

pages on the World Wide Web. Web pages are requested and served from 

webservers using HypertextTransferProtocol (HTTP).Web pages may consist of files of static 

text and other content stored within the web server's file system (static web pages), or may be 

constructed by server-side software when they are requested (dynamic web pages). Client-

side scripting can make web pages more responsive to user input once on the client browser. 

II.ETHERNET INTERFACE 

In the Ethernet interface module, Ethernet controller is divided into two layers 

according to its functions and it is shown in fig 6. One is media access controller (MAC) 

layer and the other is network physical (PHY) layer. They correspond to Layer 2 and Layer 1 

in ISO model. MAC layer provides the treatment on data sending and receiving. It also 

provides an interface to PHY through an internal medium independent interface. 

 

Figure 6 Ethernet controller and Ethernet interface 
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In this design, Lpc2368 supports Ethernet interface and network transformer HR601680 

which is connected between Microcontroller Lpc2368 and connector RJ45 is used to improve 

the signal anti-interference capability. HR601680 is a 1:1 transformer with a smaller package 

and it supports 10M/100M Ethernet. 

2.1System data flow analysis 

in the main program, and add After Ethernet receiving data, correct frames from x, in the 

main program through the inquiry to determine the value of the number of frames need to 

send serial frames to Ethernet, each end to subtract a UARTxCOUNT by 1. After Ethernet 

receiving data, data and its length are read from the receive buffer. Judge 

 

Figure 7 Flowchart of serial port 

serial number in the main program, and add synchronous head, then data and its length are 

read from the receive buffer synchronous head, then call to send serial data function, the data 

is sent to the serial components lined with the serial number. If the serial port each received 

data will send it to the Ethernet after package, no doubt that it is a waste of CPU resources, so 

when the serial port correctly receive the full 10 data frame, it will pack the 10 data frame 

into Ethernet frame then send to the Ethernet buffer, at the same time, in order to meet the 

requirements of real-time, serial data received will be packed into network data frame every 

100ms, then sent to the buffer. It ensures system not wait the 10 serial data frame packed 

before transmission sometimes. 

 

III.RESULT 

 

Figure 8Creating awebpage 
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Figure 8.1Sending Data 

 

Figure 8.2Receiving Data 

IV.CONCLUSION 

Serial to Ethernet conversion Serial to Ethernet is the natural next step, allowing simple, cost 

effective systems integration into existing infrastructure. By centralizing monitoring of these 

systems, it enables business decisions to be made more efficiently and ultimately reducing 

complexity and cost. Through the analysis of the results of the Project, we will extend the 

parallel data of ARM7 embedded processor to serial, multi-serial to Ethernet conversion. The 

communication between the monitoring computer and the number of serial Equipments is 

made very simple. CPU efficiency of the monitoring system is ensured.serial to Ethernet 

gateway based on wireless technology is implemented.here in any where with in the range of 

that particular wifi we can acess this system and we can send the data from our webserver to 

serial devices. 
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